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the PSSA Grade 6 ELA subject and the scoring test n, make up the answer based on the clue provided. After filling out the
registration form, indicating the number of the institution, the questions studied and the number of errors, the ELA scoring
system is used. Each student who achieves 100 points enters a college or academy that issues a certificate. The application
indicates the name of the educational institution and the faculty with which the student wishes to cooperate. Calculation of
points and entering their results into the system for the student The calculation is made by ELA experts, taking into account all
ELA criteria (data recorded in the registration form). Responsibility for the quality of answers Starting from the first year of the
ELA, it must be completed responsibly. After any successful answer, the number of EL points is automatically calculated. These
points are entered into the registration form. The results of the electronic exam are sent by the student to the students. Any
arithmetic errors resulting in incorrect scores must be corrected. Errors that cannot be corrected must be corrected by an ELA
examiner before the next exam. The ELA assessor may need additional information to complete the assessment. The student
receives their ELA score automatically and on paper. The format of the journal in which the average score is calculated is
optimal for most teachers. Getting the results of an electronic exam Students can email their ELA results to the provided email
address so that they can be checked at the college entrance. The school from which the ELA and test sheet (if any) is received
must pay the bill. This invoice is sent to students at the email address they provided. Billing is based on service level and fees
charged. Payment may be required immediately or later. To receive a receipt of payment, the student must send a request to the
email address of the educational institution. Parties to the contract that affect the result of the result In the event that a decision
is made not to provide study materials to students, all students may make their own decisions as to whether to use the provided
study materials and/or alternative study materials the day after the exam. Students should not be held responsible for possible
delays in the delivery of textbooks. Exam fees and exam duration The entrance fee and examination fee for cadets entering the
college is 600 British pounds. Amounts paid are not charged on non-training contracts
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